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A New Microbiological Concept for Weed Control

T. C. CAESAR-TONTHAT and V. L. COCHRAN

USDA-ARS, 1500 N. Central Avenue, Sidney, Montana 59270, USA

Because many weeds are known to take up nutrients earlier and more rapidly than
crops, delay of nutrient release would deprive weeds of nutrients early in the growing sea-
son. The concept for utilizing soil aggregation and stabilization to prevent rapid leaching
and biodegradation of nutrients is proposed. A saprophytic lignin decomposing basid-
iomycete is being investigated for its ability to produce water stable soil aggregates. This
fungus produces a large quantity of extracellular polysaccharides that bind soil particles
into aggregates. These binding agents are insoluble and heat resistant. Water stability of
artificial fungal amended aggregates and the degree of biodegradation of the binding
agents by native soil microorganisms were determined by wet sieving method. [Data
demonstrated that soil aggregates supplemented with a source of carbon (millet or lentil
straw) were much more water stable and resisted microbial decomposition longer than
when they were prepared with or without fungal homogenates.] These results suggest that
organic matter inside aggregates is protected from rapid microbial attack and thus their
decomposition is slower. If delay of nutrients can favor crop growth over that of weeds in
competitive situations, the ability of saprophytic lignin decomposing fungi to aggregate
and stabilize soil particles and therefore incorporate organic matter inside aggregates for
slow release might have important implications for weed management.

Weed Phenology: Models and Applications 

FRANK FORCELLA

USDA-ARS Soils Lab, 803 Iowa Avenue, Morris, Minnesota 56267, USA

Management of weeds is facilitated by information on weed growth and development.
However, weed phenology has not been an actively researched topic until recently.
Several research groups worldwide now are characterizing weed growth, and some are
developing microclimate-based predictive weed models. Although the current modeling
emphasis is on seedling and shoot emergence, because of the overwhelming importance
of this trait for weed management in crops, there also is keen interest in modeling poste-
mergence growth, including reproductive development. All of these traits may have direct
bearing on biological control efforts, in that the development of control agents and the
weedy plant must be coordinated in time, at least to some degree. Phenological models
based on thermal time and hydro-thermal time provide the requisite information for
matching prospective control agents, and releasing known control agents, with the over-
all development of the targeted weed.




